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Editorial
1

Is marriage a cruel institution that preserves religiously saturated nuclear family

structures, normalizes heterosexual citizenship, and conceptualizes all those who reject its
universalizing good life claims as “‘affect-aliens’” (Ahmed 30)? Is it an out-dated concept of
the past, since more and more young people all over the world voice their unwillingness to
ever enter nuptial bonds? Yet, how to tackle the multi-faceted debates over queer-inclusive
marriage, taking place in liberal and queer liberal, queer radical and openly homophobic
conservative circles? Or controversies over marriageable age and the racialized Othering of
migrant and refugee communities? Surely, there are no easy or universal truth answers to the
above, intentionally provocative, intrinsically polarizing and always deeply ideological
questions. After all, questions of marriage in its gendered, cultural and socio-political
implications call for nuanced and contextualized theory formation, for caution not to fall into
the trap of simplified oppositions, discriminatory heterocentric or Eurocentric ethical violence
or the displacement of differentiated desiring subjects.
2

The articles assembled in this issue deal with the multiplicities of contemporary

marriage formations. They shed light on their gendered manifestations in neoliberal consumer
societies, but also engage modes of thinking intimate relationships outside the normativizing
powers of institutional marriage and marriage outside the juridico-political, paradoxically
secular-minded yet WASP-centric bio-power of the (U.S.) nation-state.
3

In “‘I’m the Bitch that Makes You a Man’: Conditional Love as Female Vengeance in

Gillian Flynn’s Gone Girl”, Patrick Osborne reads Flynn’s novel as a satirical response to
violence against women perpetuated by patriarchal simulations in the media. The novel
provides an outlet for female violence and frames revenge as a response to a consumer culture
that impedes female happiness through the construction of emphasized femininity, inequality
in marriage, and ‘raunch culture’. Amy Dunne, the protagonist, breaks under the pressure
generated by hyperrealities and narcissistic desires of America’s consumer culture that
suffocate the traditional bonds of marriage. Thus, deviance is a reaction to a patriarchal social
structure that reinforces gendered illusions of self-actualization and allows male entitlement
to remain unchallenged.
4

Nicole Richter’s article “Affirming Plural Marriage: Sister Wives with Benefits”

examines the ways in which TLC’s controversial reality show Sister Wives radically
challenges traditional conceptions of marriage-as-monogamy and agency in polygamous
marriages. Sister Wives documents the daily life of the Browns, a fundamentalist Mormon
1

polygamist family. Richter argues that the series is as interested in the relationships between
the wives as it is the relationship between husband and wife in a polygamist family. Richter’s
paper will chart the interpersonal communication and emotional development between the
four wives on the show. By analyzing the rhetorical claims made by each wife, each woman’s
personal experience of her family and lifestyle will be related to theoretical perspectives on
piety and postsecular agency. Even as there are immediate problems that present themselves
when analyzing the show from a feminist perspective the show does reveal benefits to this
arrangement that are not available in the ‘traditional’ family unit.
5

In “‘A Little Bit Married’ while Black: A Personal and Political Meditation on

Marriage, Single Adulthood and Relationship Literacy”, David M. Jones cautions that, amid
debates about the meanings of marriage, the social fact that the United States remains a nation
where nearly half of the adult population is divorced, widowed, or never married should not
be overlooked. With 1.2 million divorces occurring annually, relationships are in flux in
numerous households at any time. As the U.S. enters an uncertain and contentious era of legal
marriage equality, only about 56% of US adults over 18 are married, compared to 72% in
1960. Using personal reflection on thirty years of living as a single Black male, Jones calls
attention to several core concepts for contemporary relationship literacy. He asserts a need for
advocacy, caring connections, and relationship education to widen public acceptance of
gender, sexual, and family, re-education measures regarding the state of relationships and a
re-dedication to standing on the side of love in all its varieties.
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The issue closes with Kimberly Miller’s review of L.H. Stallings’ 2015 study Funk the

Erotic: Transaesthetics and Black Sexual Cultures, published by University of Illinois Press.
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